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Article abstract
ABSTRACT
Historical Considerations and Contextualizations of Geoglyph Research in Chile
The study of rock art (petroglyphs and pictographs) and geoglyphs (ground
drawings) in the Americas has been plagued by a lack of stratigraphie context
within which to frame investigations of the relationships between these
prévalent and essential expressions of material and social culture, and the
peoples known to have inhabited and exploited the regions in which these
depictions are found. In northern Chile, explanations for the purpose(s) of the
thousands of geoglyphs of biomorphs and geometrie motifs that have been
known since the mid-nineteenth century have changed over time, depending
upon current prevailing theories. The geoglyphs are generally assumed to have
been created during the time of agricultural and pastoral lifeways, and have
been assumed traditionally to be for religious, hunting-magic, and trail-marker
purposes. Parallel studies of rock art based on archaeological data,
ethnographie data, and ethnographie analogies are evaluated in light of the
contexts of Chilean geoglyphs to consider them as focal points of journeys, such
as pilgrimage sites, and as locations imbued with extraordinary significance.
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